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A new expression has been obtained, using the Callaway integral equation for thermal conductivity, 
which relates the pressure dependence of thermal conductivities, average phonon velocities, and 
average Griineisen parameters. Using this technique for the first time, we calculated the pressure 
dependence of the Grtineisen parameters of KCl, KI, LiF, NaCl, and RbBr at 310 K and zero 
pressure. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 

Introduction and Singh (3) used the same technique to 
calculate the Grtineisen parameters of the 

The Grtineisen parameter, y, is an impor- alkali halides with NaCl structure. How- 
tant quantity in the study of anharmonic, ever, neither of the investigators extrapo- 
dielectric, elastic, and thermal properties of lated their calculations to high pressures. 
solids. This quantity has been extensively Recently, we calculated the pressure de- 
studied both experimentally and theoreti- pendence of Griineisen parameters and 
tally for many solid materials. Griineisen thermal conductivities for silver chloride 
has shown by examining experimental data (4) and silver bromide (5), using the Calla- 
that y remains constant over a wide range way integral technique for the first time. 
of temperatures for solids. However, it is In the present work, using the Callaway 
expected that pressure will be the depen- integral equation for thermal conductivity, 
dent variable, as phonon velocities are we derive a new equation which relates the 
strongly pressure-dependent quantities (2). isothermal pressure derivatives of the Grii- 

Romain et al. (2) developed a theory for neisen parameters with those of phonon ve- 
the calculation of y for metals. This tech- locities and thermal conductivities. The ad- 
nique takes into consideration the volume vantage of this work over our previous 
dependence of Poisson’s ratio and may be technique is that the new method does not 
extrapolated to high pressures. Shankar require knowledge of the absolute values of 

the phonon velocities and thermal conduc- 
* To whom correspondence should be addressed. tivities. 
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Theory 

The Callaway integral (6) for the thermal 
conductivity of a nonmetallic solid is given 
by 

K = k kT 3 em 
( )I 

x4ex -- 
2n2v n 0 (ex - 1)27-1 dx (1) 

where k, v, T, and 8 are Boltzmann’s con- 
stant, the average phonon velocity, the ab- 
solute temperature, and the Debye temper- 
ature, respectively. h = hl;?rr, where h is 
Planck’s constant. x = ZLwlkT, where o is 
the phonon frequency. 7-r, the total inverse 
relaxation time, is the sum of all inverse 
relaxation times due to phonon scattering 
by the boundary, 7i1; phonon scattering by 
point defects, TP;‘, and phonon scattering by 
phonons, ~;t.&,: 

7-1 = 78’ + Tptl + 7;&. 

7;’ and opt’ are significant at fairly low tem- 
peratures, below 40 K. As the temperature 
is increased the phonon-phonon scattering, 
rp;l’, dominates ~gr and 7;‘. At room tem- 
perature and above, 7g1 and 7;’ are negligi- 
ble compared to ~$+,h (5, Z3); 
therefore, 

7-l = TJ. 

7-r is the phonon-phonon relaxation rate 
(4) given by 

T-1 = A&f = A k 2 X2T3 0 n (2) 

where A is given by (7) 

(3) 

Here a is the lattice constant, y is the Gru- 
neisen parameter, and M is the mass per 
unit cell. 

Combining Eqs. (l)-(3), we obtain 

BIT 
K= Mk)(v>2 I x2eX 

41hr3a(?i)(Y)2 O (eX - U2 
dx. (4) 

We now differentiate Eq. (4) with respect to 

the volume at constant temperature, using 
the Leibnitz rule, to obtain 

+ 

Here 1(8/T) is the integral in Eq. (4). Divid- 
ing both sides of this equation by K, we 
obtain 

82 0 T 
et91T 

+ 

T(e@lT - 1)2Z s 0 T 
But since 

(g) = -&(-g!!)T= -!ty, 

and after expanding the second term on the 
right hand side of Eq. (5), we obtain 

8‘ 3 
0 T etVT 

V(eejT - 1)2 Z B 0 

Y* 

T 

Now using 

we get 
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But we have 

kT= -$& 

and 

where kT is the isothermal compressibility. 
Therefore, 

t13 
0 T e”lTykT 

+ 

or 

+ ; ($), = & ($),. (6) 

Results and Discussion 

Using Eq. (6), we have calculated @y/ 
aP)r for KCI, KI, LiF, NaCl, and RbBr at 
310 K and zero pressure. Table I shows the 
results along with the different quantities 
used in our calculations. The values of 19 
and kT are obtained from the “American 
Institute of Physics Handbook” (8). Values 
of y, which are based on thermodynamic 
data, are from Smith and Cain (9). The 
quantities (l/u)@&P)r are obtained from 
the pressure dependence of average 
phonon velocities. These, in turn, are cal- 
culated by using densities and the data on 
second-order elastic constants and their 
pressure derivatives (10). Phonon veloci- 
ties at each pressure are first averaged over 
the acoustic polarization modes and then 
over different crystal directions (5). The 
values of (l/K)(aK/aP)r are obtained from 
Averkin et al. (II). 

Our calculated value of (dy/dP)r for NaCl 
is in good agreement with that obtained 
from the experimental work of Voronov 
and Grigorev (12), using (4) 

and 

y = (4 y: + ty3’” 

where the subscript i stands for 1 or t, the 

TABLE I 

CALCULATED ISOTHERMAL PRESSURE DERIVATIVES OF THE GR~NEISEN PARAMETERS FROM EQ. (6) 
AND VARIOUS QUANTITIES USED FOR THEIR CALCULATIONS AT 310 K AND ZERO PRESSURE 

Y 
(1O-3 kbar’) (lo-- kbar-I) (1O-3 kbar-‘) 

KC1 235 0.7462 5.200 1.49 6.843 0.047 -0.0179 
KI 132 0.4237 9.200 1.53 12.569 0.105 -0.0481 
LiF 732 2.0484 1.467 1.63 1.837 0.018 -0.0098 
NaCl 321 1.0056 3.700 1.61 5.378 0.035 -0.0140 
RbBr 131 0.4205 10.800 1.42 7.523 0.068 -0.0243 
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References longitudinal or transverse modes, respec- 
tively. (13ylW)r for NaCl obtained in this 
way is -0.0115 kbar-I. In order to further 
check the validity of our theory, we also 
calculated (+y/P)r for silver chloride by 
the technique developed in this work at 
zero pressure and 238 and 296 K. These 
values are -0.0127 and -0.0125 kbar-l, re- 
spectively, which are also in good agree- 
ment with the value of -0.0194 kbar-’ 
which is based on the experimental work of 
Voronov and Grigorev as described above. 
It is worth noting that our calculated values 
of (dyl~?P)~ at 238 and 296 K indicate that 
this quantity is independent of temperature 
for silver chloride, as it should be if y is 
independent of temperature. 
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